We show that for any class of uniformly bounded functions H with a reasonable combinatorial dimension, the vast majority of small subsets of the n-dimensional combinatorial cube can not be represented as a Lipschitz image of a subset of H, unless the Lipschitz constant is very large. We apply this result to the case when H consists of linear functionals of norm at most one on a Hilbert space.
Introduction
The aim of this article is to investigate the following question: consider a class of real valued functions H, defined on a set Ω. We say that a set A ⊂ {−1, 1} n is L-represented in H, if there is a Lipschitz function φ : R → R with a Lipschitz constant at most L and t 1 , ..., t n ∈ Ω, such that for every a ∈ A there is some h a ∈ H for which φ(h a (t j )) = a(j), where a(j) is the j-th coordinate of a. Hence, A is a Lipschitz image with a constant at most L of a coordinate projection of a subset of H, and thus, the set A, when considered as a class of functions on {1, ..., n}, can be found in some sense in H. This notion of representation originated in Statistical Learning Theory (see, e.g., [1, 3, 5, 6] and references therein for more details on its significance).
A natural example which comes to mind is when Ω is the unit ball in the Hilbert space 2 , H is the set of linear functionals of norm at most 1 on 2 and φ belongs to the margin family, that is, for every γ > 0, φ γ is defined as
Observe that for every γ, φ γ is a Lipschitz function with a constant of 1/γ.
The question at hand in this restricted setup is as follows.
From a geometric point of view, each point a ∈ A defines a set σ a ⊂ {1, ..., n} by σ a = {i : a(i) = 1}, and one is looking for x 1 , ..., x N ∈ B 2 such that for every a ∈ A, d (conv (x i : i ∈ σ a ) , conv (x i : i ∈ σ a )) ≥ 2γ, where the metric d is endowed by the 2 norm. The first result in the direction of Question 1 is due to Ben-David, Eiron and Simon [1] . To formulate it, recall that for A ⊂ {−1, 1} n V C(A) = sup |σ| :
where σ ⊂ {1, ..., n} and P σ A = (a i ) i∈σ : a ∈ A is the coordinate projection of A onto σ. In [1] it was shown that for every n and for a fixed d, only a vanishing fraction (at most ∼ 2 −cn ) of subsets of {−1, 1} n with n elements and VC dimension at most d can be represented in B 2 using a function from the margin family with a Lipschitz constant smaller than n
It is easy to check that {−1, 1} n itself is represented in B 2 using φ 1/ √ n which has a Lipschitz constant √ n. Thus, most of the small subsets of {−1, 1} n in the sense of VC theory are not an image of a coordinate projection of B 2 using some function φ γ , unless L = 1/γ is extremely large, i.e., close to the scale at which the entire cube is represented in B 2 . Here, we take a different route; we show that it is impossible to represent in H with a small Lipschitz constant many subsets of small cardinality of {−1, 1} n , unless H itself contains a large "cubic" structure. The notion of a cubic structure we use here is a variant of the combinatorial dimension and was introduced by Pajor in [8] . Definition 1.1 We say that {t 1 , ..., t n } ∈ Ω is ε P-shattered by H if there are sets V + , V − ⊂ R satisfying d(V + , V − ) ≥ ε, such that for every J ⊂ {1, ..., n} there is h J ∈ H for which h J (t j ) ∈ V + if j ∈ J and h J (t j ) ∈ V − otherwise. We denote by P V C(H, ε) the largest cardinality of a subset of Ω which is ε P-shattered by H.
The notion of representation we focus on here is a weaker, "isomorphic" version of Lipschitz representations, rather that the "isometric" one defined above. Definition 1.2 Let H be a class of real valued functions on Ω and set 1/2 < δ ≤ 1. If A ⊂ {−1, 1} n , |A| = N , we say that A can be (L, δ) represented in H if there are x 1 , ..., x n ∈ Ω, h 1 , ..., h N ∈ H and φ : R → R such that 1. φ lip ≤ L, and 2. for every 1 ≤ i ≤ N there is a set J i ⊂ {1, ..., n} of cardinality |J i | ≥ δn, and for every i and j
In other words, rather than controlling φ(h i (x j )) for every i, j (which is the "isometric" case), here, for every i one only controls the values of h i on a subset of proportional cardinality of {x 1 , ..., x n }, and this set can change with i.
Before formulating our main result (Theorem 1.4) we require several preliminary definitions.
Let Ω n be the n product of Ω endowed with the pseudo metric
For the sake of simplicity we assume that d n is a metric (which is the case, for example, if H separates points in Ω), though all our claims remain true without this assumption.
For every integer N ≤ 2 n , the probability measure we use on the subsets of {−1, 1} n of cardinality N is the counting probability measure. A set is ε-separated with respect to a metric d if the distance between every two distinct points in the set is larger than ε. We denote the maximal cardinality of an ε-separated subset of Y by D(ε, Y, d).
It is easy to verify that for every
Theorem 1.4 There exist absolute constants k and k , and for every 1/2 < δ ≤ 1 there are constants c(δ), c (δ), c (δ) and n 0 (δ) depending only on δ for which the following holds. Let H be a class of functions on Ω which are bounded by 1. For every
then with probability at least
Observe that if P V C(H, ε) = n then the entire cube {−1, 1} n is (2/ε, 1) represented in H. Theorem 1.4 implies that if the P-combinatorial dimension at scale ε is slightly smaller than n, the vast majority of "small" subsets of {−1, 1} n are not c/ε represented in H, even in the weak sense.
) is a metric space and that H consists of Lipschitz functions with constant at most 1. Clearly, one can trivially bound
and as long as H is not "too large" in the PVC sense, most subsets of {−1, 1} n of cardinality N are not (L, δ) represented in H. This is the case, for example, if Ω is a unit ball in an n dimensional Banach space and H is the unit ball in the dual space. Indeed, a standard volumetric estimate [9] shows that log
though this estimate is often suboptimal and leads to a logarithmic looseness (see Theorem 2.7).
The novelty in Theorem 1.4, compared with results of a similar flavor (see, for example, [1, 3, 5, 6] ), is in its nonlinear nature. All previous results (with the exception of [6] ) deal only with the case of H = B 2 and assume that φ is taken from the margin family. The more general notion of representation was introduced in [6] , and although the proof of Theorem 1.4 uses essentially the same ideas as in [6] , what we do here goes beyond the situation of H being the dual unit ball of an n dimensional normed space, which was the main theme there. In addition, using the metric d n allows us to improve the best known estimates in what is arguably the most important case -when H = B 2 .
In what follows, we will present a detailed survey of the known estimates in the case H = B 2 , but for now, let us formulate Theorem 1.6 Let H = B 2 , considered as a set of linear functionals on Ω = B 2 . For any 1/2 < δ ≤ 1, if n ≥ n 0 (δ) and N ≥ c(δ)n, then with probability
represented in H.
To put Theorem 1.6 in the right perspective, {−1, 1} n itself is ( √ n, 1) represented in B 2 . And, in fact, one can use the margin function φ 1/ √ n for the representation. However, by Theorem 1.6, for any 1/2 < δ ≤ 1 and a slightly smaller constant (which depends on δ), the vast majority of even the very small subsets of {−1, 1} n are not weakly represented in B 2 . The rest of this article is devoted to the proofs of Theorem 1.4 and Theorem 1.6.
We end the introduction with a notational convention. Throughout, all absolute constants are denoted by c or k. Their values may change from line to line or even within the same line. C(ϕ) denotes constants which depend only on the parameter ϕ. For a set A, let |A| be its cardinality and if A, B are subsets of a vector space, put A + B = {a + b|a ∈ A, b ∈ B}.
Proofs
The first step in the proof of Theorem 1.4 is a covering argument. Here, one shows that is suffices to control a fine enough net in (Ω n , d n ) and a finite set of Lipschitz functions.
We shall construct a finite approximating set to the set of all "meaningful" Lipschitz functions φ : R → R and all possible elements x = (x 1 , ..., x n ) ∈ Ω n that can be used in an (L, δ) representation. Since H consists of functions which are bounded by 1, it is enough to consider Lipschitz functions that map [
For every fixed L, one can identify each "legal" φ with the pair of nonempty subsets of [−1, 1], W + = {t |φ(t) = 1} and W − = {t |φ(t) = −1}, such that cL different functions φ . Denote this set of functions by Φ and let D n (ε) be an ε cover of (Ω n , d n ).
Lemma 2.1 There exists an absolute constant k and for every 1/2 < δ ≤ 1 there is a constant k (δ) for which the following holds. Let A ⊂ {−1, 1} n and assume that x = (x 1 , ..., x n ) ∈ Ω n and φ can be used in an (L, δ) representation of A. If δ satisfies δ − 1/2 = (δ − 1/2)/2, then there are y = (y 1 , ..., y n ) ∈ D n (k (δ)/L) and φ ∈ Φ which can be used to (kL, δ ) represent A.
Proof. Let 0 < ρ < 1/1000 be a constant which will be determined later, set φ to be as above, and select y such that
Let h 1 , ..., h N be functions that are used in the representation of A. It is evident that for every i, there is a set
Recall that δ > 1/2 and set δ = 1/2 + (δ − 1/2)/2. It follows that for ρ sufficiently small, |J i ∩ J hi | ≥ δ n, and on that intersection, φ (h i (y j )) = a i (j), as claimed.
By Lemma 2.1 it suffices to show that A is not (L, δ) represented using any (φ , y) ∈ Φ × D n (k (δ)/L), and there are at most 3
The next step in the proof is to deal with the difficulty that stems from the "weakness" of the representation, namely, that one does not control every pair h i (x j ), but only a proportional set of indices for every 1 ≤ i ≤ N .
To that end, consider the vectors (h i (x j )) n j=1 as rows of a matrix. If in each row one can control δn of the entries for δ > 1/2 and if there are enough rows in the matrix, then one can find a large "rectangle", or sub-matrix on which one controls on all the entries. The exact formulation of this claim is: Lemma 2.2 For every 1/2 < δ ≤ 1 there exist constants α, β and n 0 , all depending only on δ, for which the following holds. Assume that n ≥ n 0 , that T is an m × n, {0, 1}-valued matrix and that each row in T has at least δn entries that are 1. If we set ∆ = 1 2 (δ − 1 2 )(1 − log 2 (3 − 2δ)) > 0, and if m ≥ 2 n(1−∆) , then T contains a sub-matrix of 1s with s rows and t columns, for s ≥ 2 βn , t ≥ αn, and α + β ≥ 1 + ∆/2.
The proof of this statement can be found in [6] , and follows easily from an estimate on the "problem of Zarankiewicz" [2] .
Using this combinatorial lemma, we can show that for any φ which has a Lipschitz constant at most L and x ∈ Ω n , there is a relatively small set B which contains all the sets A ⊂ {−1, 1} n that are (L, δ) represented using (φ, x).
Theorem 2.3
For every 1/2 < δ ≤ 1 there are constants c(δ) and n 0 (δ) depending only on δ, for which the following holds. Fix n ≥ n 0 and L > 0, assume that P V C(H, 2/L) ≤ c(δ)n and set ∆ = log 2 (3 − 2δ) ). Let x = (x 1 , ..., x n ) ∈ Ω n and set φ to be a Lipschitz function with constant at most L. Then, there is a set B ⊂ {−1, 1} n , |B| ≤ 2 n(1−∆) , such that if A ⊂ {−1, 1} n , and if x and φ can be used to (L, δ) represent A, then A ⊂ B.
Proof. Let c(δ) be a constant which will be specified later, set n 0 to be as in Lemma 2.2 and assume that P V C(H, 2/L) ≤ c(δ)n. Note that v ∈ {−1, 1} n can be (L, δ) represented using x and φ if and only if there are h v ∈ H and J v ⊂ {1, ..., n} such that |J v | ≥ δn and for every j ∈ J v , φ (h v (x j )) = v(j). Define B as the set of all such elements v, and thus, if A can be (L, δ) represented using (φ, x) then A ⊂ B. Assume that |B| > 2
(1−∆)n and define the |B| × n {0, 1}-valued matrix T by T i,j = 1, if j ∈ J vi . Applying Lemma 2.2 (and using its notation), T contains a sub-matrix of 1s with s rows and t columns, where s ≥ 2 βn , t ≥ αn and α + β ≥ 1 + ∆/2. In other words, since n ≥ n 0 , there is a set B ⊂ B, |B | ≥ 2 βn and a set J ⊂ {1, ..., n}, |J| ≥ αn such that for every v ∈ B there is h v ∈ H which satisfies that for every j ∈ J, φ (h v (x j )) = v j .
Consider the coordinate P J projection of B onto J. Since |B | ≥ 2 βn and |J| ≥ αn, then |P J B | ≥ 2 βn /2 n−αn . Indeed, any point in P J B is the image of at most 2 n−αn elements in {−1, 1} n . As α + β − 1 ≥ ∆/2, it is evident that |P J B | ≥ 2 n∆/2 . Applying the Sauer-Shelah Lemma (see, e.g. [4] ), there is a subset J 1 ⊂ J of cardinality |J 1 | ≥ c(δ)n, for which
n, which contradicts our assumption.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. By Lemma 2.1 (and using its notation), it suffices to show that "most" subsets of the cube are not (kL, δ ) represented using any
The cardinality of this product set is at most 3 cL |D n (k (δ)/L)| for an absolute constant c. Now, fix such a pair (φ, x). By the assumption of the Theorem, P V C(H, 2/(kL)) ≤ c(δ )n, where c(δ ) is selected as in Theorem 2.3, and set ∆ = log 2 (3 − 2δ ) ). If n ≥ n 0 (δ ), then by Theorem 2.3 applied to (kL, δ ), there is a set B ⊂ {−1, 1} n of cardinality |B| ≤ 2 n(1−∆ ) , such that if x and φ can be used to (kL, δ ) represent A, then A ⊂ B.
Clearly, the probability that a random point v ∈ {−1, 1} n belongs to B is at most |B|/2 n = 2 −n∆ , and thus, if |A| = N , the probability that A ⊂ B is at most 2
, it follows that with probability at least 1 − exp (c (δ)N n), A is not (L, δ) represented in H.
Application: H = B 2
The case of H = B 2 has been studied, in one form on another, by several authors. A careful examination of the proof in [1] shows that only a vanishing fraction of the subsets of {−1, 1} n with N elements is (L, 1) represented in B 2 using a function from the margin family with a Lipschitz constant smaller than c n/ log N and as long as N/n 2 → ∞. A different approach, based on operator ideal theory, was used in [5] to prove that if N ≥ cn, then with probability at least 1 − exp(−cN ), a subset of {−1, 1} n with N elements can only be represented in B 2 with the trivial constant of c 1 √ n, again, under the assumption that φ belongs to the margin family. In other words, it improves [1] in the way N depends on n and because the restriction on L is the optimal one, namely, L ≤ c √ n. However, this estimate too only applies when the Lipschitz function is taken from the margin family, and was not stated with a "weak" analog. These two results are limited since they are completely Hilbertian in nature. They do not extend to the case where H is the dual unit ball of a non-Hilbert space X, let alone to cases where H is not a class of linear functionals.
In [6] , the method of proof (which is essentially the same as the proof of Theorem 1.4) enables one to deal with weak representations by an arbitrary Lipschitz function and to treat the case where H is the dual unit ball of a general n-dimensional Banach space. For H = B 2 it was shown that if N ≥ c(δ)n log n then with probability at least 1
√ n. The price paid for this extension, that is, going from a function in the margin family to an arbitrary Lipschitz function, was that N was no longer linear in n. Our next goal is to show how to remove this parasitic logarithmic factor. Let us recall the result we wish to prove here:
Theorem 2.4 For every 1/2 < δ ≤ 1, there exist constants c(δ), c (δ), c (δ) and n 0 (δ), depending only on δ, for which the following holds. For every integer n ≥ n 0 , if L ≤ c(δ) √ n and N ≥ c (δ)n, then with probability 1−exp(−c (δ)nN ), a subset of {−1, 1} n with N elements is not (L, δ) represented in B 2 .
Because of the structure of 2 , it suffices to consider the n-dimensional Euclidean space Lemma 2.5 For every 0 < ε < 1, P V C(ε, B 2 ) ≤ c/ε 2 , where c is an absolute constant.
The proof of Lemma 2.5 is based on Sudakov's inequality (see, for example, [4, 9] ). Lemma 2.6 There exists an absolute constant c for which the following holds.
are independent, standard gaussian random variables and t = (t 1 , ..., t n ).
Note that if µ n is the empirical measure on {1, ..., n} and if one views each t ∈ n 2 as a function on {1, ..., n} in the natural way, then t n 2 = √ n t L2(µn) . Thus,
Proof of Lemma 2.5. Assume that {x 1 , ..., x n } ∈ B 2 is ε P -shattered by B 2 . Then, there is a set H ⊂ H, |H | ≥ 2 cn which is ε/4-separated in L 2 (µ n ), where µ n is the empirical measure supported on {x 1 , ..., x n }. Indeed, each h ∈ B 2 can be associated with a point in {−1, 1} n according to whether h(x i ) ∈ V + or h(x i ) ∈ V − . By a standard probabilistic argument, there is a subset of {−1, 1} n of cardinality 2 cn which is n/4 separated in the Hamming metric. Consider the elements in H that correspond to that separated set and let h, h be two such elements. Thus, there is a set I ⊂ {1, ..., n} of cardinality at least n/4 such that for every i ∈ I, if h(x i ) ∈ V + then h (x i ) ∈ V − and vice-versa. Therefore,
be standard independent gaussian variables. Using that x 2 = sup h∈B 2 h(x) and by a standard estimate on
Therefore, n ≤ c/ε 2 , as claimed.
To conclude the proof of Theorem 2.4, it remains to bound log N (ε, Ω n , d n ), and, as we already mentioned, one can take Ω = B n 2 . Note that the "easy" way to upper-bound N (ε, (B n 2 ) n , d n ), using the n product of an ε net in B n 2 with respect to the Euclidean norm, leads to the superfluous log n factor for ε = c/L ∼ 1/ √ n, which is precisely the looseness we wish to remove. Thus, a different argument is required. To that end, we use a well known volumetric argument, which is presented for the sake of completeness.
Let U = εK ∩ B which is also a convex, symmetric set, and note that D(B, εK) ≤ D(B, U). Let y 1 , ..., y m be elements in B such that for every i = j, y i + U and y j + U are disjoint. Since U ⊂ B then 
